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Functional Programming with PHP

Functional programming helps in managing complexity in software development. In PHP,

a language traditionally known for its use of procedural and object-oriented paradigms, the

adoption of functional programming concepts has been a transformative journey. By

incorporating immutable data, first-class functions, and expressive higher-order functions, PHP

developers can now write more robust, testable, and maintainable code.

The embracement of functional programming can be traced back to its support for

first-class functions and higher-order functions, enabling functions to be assigned to variables,

passed as arguments, or returned from other functions. This shift was further reinforced by the

introduction of anonymous functions, also known as “closures”, in PHP 5.3, which allowed for

more concise and inline function definitions (Hurd 2021). These advancements have

significantly simplified the way functions are defined and utilized in PHP.

The screenshot below shows a higher-order function
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In the example above, “array_filter” is a higher-order function that takes another function as an

argument, demonstrating the ease with which PHP can adopt functional concepts.

Another key feature of functional programming in PHP is the use of immutable data.

While PHP does not enforce immutability, libraries such as “Laravel Collections” encourage the

use of immutable data structures, providing functions to work with them without changing the

original data set (Redmond 2018). This approach fosters the creation of more reliable and

predictable programs, where data remains unchanged unless its alteration is explicitly intended.

The screenshot below shows the use of immutable data

In the above code, “map” is used to create a new collection with modified values, leaving the

original collection unchanged.

In summary, functional programming in PHP equips developers with a powerful toolkit

to work with clear and maintainable code. The continued development of PHP in integrating

functional principles showcases its ability to stay relevant and versatile. This adaptability ensures

that PHP remains a strong choice for developers navigating the evolving demands of software

development.
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